
Dr. T  rampoline   Repair Kit 

The Dr.  Trampoline  jumping  surface repair  system will
make all other time consuming repair methods obsolete.  
No need for a  sewn on patch. 

Holes about the size of a golf ball can be easily repaired
by using this system.

Holes  can  be  easily  repaired  without taking  the
jumping surface off the trampoline.
               
Dr. T. Kit Instructions:

Surface must be clean and dry before applying Dr. T. adhesive fabric.
1. The Dr. T. repair adhesive fabric should be applied to both the  top

and the bottom of the jumping surface. Cut the repair fabric into a
patch larger than the hole to be repaired. 

2. The Dr. T repair adhesive fabric should cover the hole or abrasion by
at least 1-2” on all sides.  Example: 2.5” x 2.5” rounded off piece of
the trampoline repair tape should be applied over a 1” hole.

3. The Dr.  T  repair  adhesive  fabric  should  be  pressed  firmly  to  the
jumping surface with a rounded object (Example: the rounded bottom
side of a spoon will work very well.)
This pressing motion will  help to work the trampoline repair fabric
adhesive into the trampoline fabric.

4. Heat  will  also  help  the  Dr.  T.  repair  fabric  adhesive  bond  to  the
jumping surface.  The heat from a hair dryer will warm the trampoline
repair fabric to help the bonding process.  Note: Be careful not to use
too  much heat as  you  could  melt  the trampoline fabric.   Just use
enough heat to warm the trampoline repair fabric slightly.

No warranty is expressed or implied.  While this method of repairing holes
has proven to be very effective with small holes, should the hole enlarge the
jumping surface might have to be replaced, also if the jumping surface is
very old  replacing the jumping surface would be considered to be a better
solution.
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